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In a companion article, Hugo Brandt Corstius exhibits a set of Dutch words consisting of tauto-
nyms to which have been added an additional letter of the alphabet in the beginning, in the 
middle, or at the end. This article exhibits corresponding English words drawn from Webster' s 
Second or Third (except when noted). When the extra letter is in the middle, these words were 
christened by John Ferguson as Heads 'n' Tails Words, and a type collection was presented by 
Murray Pearce in the August 1971 Word Ways (with some better examples in February 1972). 
Susan Thorpe revisited the problem in February 2000, christening them Miami words but 
restricting herself to five-letter examples from a wide variety of sources. She was able to find 












































































































Susuz is a town in Turkey listed in the Times Atlas of the World, and Markian M. Popov was a 
Russian general during World War II. Kafka is not in Webster's Second or Third, but is a well-
known name. 
